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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The United States has the “[m]ost sweeping sanctions on Iran of virtually any country in the
world.”1
“Part of what makes the Iran sanctions so remarkable is the personal level at which they’re
aimed.”2
“Because of [the] deep linkages between the Iranian American community and Iran…sanctions
against other nations [such as North Korea] may not carry the same consequences for those with
roots in the targeted country.”3
The United States sanctions on Iran (“Iran Sanctions”) have been a prominent feature of U.S.
policy vis-à-vis Iran for over three decades. This complex area of law is composed of a web of
interacting statutes, Executive Orders, rules, and regulations that all U.S. persons must comply
with, else risk severe civil and criminal penalties.
From the beginning of the sanctions in 1979, the U.S. has consistently and repeatedly declared
that the purpose of the Iran Sanctions is to address actions by the Government of Iran that
undermine or threaten U.S. national security, foreign policy, or economic interests. Indeed, every
Executive Order adding to these sanctions has been issued to target the Iranian regime for its
alleged support for international terrorism, for engaging in human rights abuses against its
citizens, or for seeking to acquire nuclear or other nonconventional weapons.4
What is clear is that the U.S. government did not intend for the Iran Sanctions to burden Iranian
Americans, nor would it make logical sense to do so. Since the target of the sanctions is the
government of Iran, it is wholly illogical to target a group of individuals in the U.S. based solely
on the fact that they have roots in the targeted country. Doing so would be an affront to
foundational U.S. civil rights principles and would create a second-class group of U.S. citizens
with inferior rights under the law, which would not only be illogical, but also counterproductive
to U.S. interests. Thus, targeting Iranian Americans is not and could not be the goal of the Iran
Sanctions.
Whether or not the sanctions are an effective tool in the effort to persuade the current Iranian
regime to change its behavior, both proponents and opponents of sanctions can agree that the
Iran Sanctions are having both intended and collateral effects. As illustrated in this report, one of
the most troubling collateral effects of the sanctions is the unintended targeting of a subgroup of
people in the United States – Iranian Americans. And yet, it is this community that is bearing an
unjust and unintended burden under the sanctions. Factors contributing to this reality include:
Features of the Iranian American Community
The Iranian American community:
Is relatively new to the United States, whose migration to this country did not begin in
earnest until around the mid-1950s
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Retains strong ties to the people of Iran, due to their more recent arrival in the U.S., the
fact that a vast majority of Iranian Americans have immediate family still in Iran, and the
fact that many Iranian Americans retain assets in Iran that they have not yet been able to
bring over to the U.S.
Has very little knowledge of the wide range of activity prohibited by the sanctions, not
unlike most U.S. persons.
These community features, combined with the complexity of the sanctions legal regime and the
lack of useful guidance for community members from agencies charged with administering and
enforcing the sanctions, have led to a troubling but avoidable burden on this community.
Features of the U.S. Sanctions against Iran
The U.S. sanctions against Iran prohibit virtually all activity involving Iran, including but not
limited to:
Most direct or indirect imports of Iranian goods, services, or technology
Most direct or indirect exports to Iran of goods, services, or technology
Facilitating, guaranteeing, financing, or approving such shipments
Sending or receiving funds to or from Iran, except in very limited circumstances
Making new investments in Iran, including buying property in Iran
Selling existing real estate in Iran.
This partial list of prohibited activity, which may only be engaged in after obtaining official
permission from the U.S. government to do so (called a “license”), implicates a broad range of
routine activity that more recent immigrant communities, such as the Iranian American
community, often must engage in to assist or support family or friends in Iran or manage their or
their family’s assets in Iran.
In addition to the intricacy of the legal regime itself, which many Iranian Americans report being
completely unaware of, other factors collude to undercut the ability of Iranian Americans and
other U.S. persons to engage in activity that is clearly authorized by the Sanctions. In doing so,
these factors not only severely and unfairly burden the Iranian American community, but also
thwart Legislative and Executive intent by impeding or altogether eliminating the ability of U.S.
persons to engage in transactions that lawmakers have signaled are of vital importance.
Factors Impeding Authorized Transactions
Factors impeding or altogether precluding activity that is clearly permissible under the sanctions,
which were likely unanticipated when these laws were being crafted, include:
Widespread confusion on the part of U.S. banks, mail carriers, retailers, and other service
providers about activity that is permitted by the Iran sanctions, which has led to
o Refusals to process legal transactions involving Iran, due to a mistaken belief that
the activity is prohibited by the sanctions
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o Refusals to process legal transactions involving Iran, even in cases where the
provider knows the activity or transaction to be legal under the sanctions, due to a
desire to avoid any dealings with Iran altogether
Features of the Iranian banking system that render it exceedingly difficult for Iranian
Americans and other U.S. persons to use Iranian financial institutions to effect funds
transfers that would be legal under U.S. law
Features of third country banking systems that make effecting funds transfers involving
Iran exceedingly difficult
The community’s lack of the detailed knowledge that would be required to navigate not
only the U.S.’s legal restrictions, but also all the above factors.
Summary of Key Recommendations
There are several undemanding steps that the federal government can take to ensure that Iranian
Americans are not unjustly and unintentionally burdened by the sanctions:
Talk with community members, sanctions practitioners, and community organizations:
Understanding the concerns of the Iranian American community regarding the sanctions
and working collaboratively with them to address the issues flagged in this report is a
long overdue measure.
The Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”), as the primary agency responsible for
administering and enforcing the sanctions, should take the following steps to address
issues raised in this report:
o Issue guidance for community members on exactly how permissible funds
transfers to and from Iran may be effected: The OFAC should issue detailed
guidance for community members explaining exactly how permissible funds
transfers to and from Iran may take place, including details on which financial
institutions may be legally transacted with.
o Outreach and issue guidance to U.S. financial institutions: The OFAC should
take proactive steps to outreach to U.S. financial institutions to advise them of
which types of transactions are permissible under the Iran Sanctions, and assure
them that they will not be targeted for effecting these permissible transactions.
o Provide training to Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) agents regarding
the Iran Sanctions: OFAC should work with CBP and its agents to ensure that
the rights of Iranian Americans are not violated at the border.
Ensure overzealous enforcement does not lead to civil rights violations: Given the
widespread confusion about the sanctions evinced by numerous service providers
demonstrated throughout this report, the federal government, including OFAC, should
take active measures to engage with providers such as mail carriers, technology retailers,
and others to clear confusion over which transactions are permissible under the sanctions.
In particular, OFAC, in conjunction with the Department of Justice, should issue
guidance to retailers and financial institutions concerning the interactions between the
sanctions and domestic civil rights law
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II. METHODOLOGY
In an effort to ascertain the impact of the Iran Sanctions on Iranian Americans, the Asian Law
Caucus (“ALC”), in partnership with the Iranian American Bar Association (“IABA”), and the
National Iranian American Council (“NIAC”) solicited personal stories from community
members whose business, personal, family, or charitable affairs were impacted by the Iran
Sanctions, or who knew someone who was impacted by the sanctions. Solicitations were made
over a one year span in several ways:
The distribution of a general call for stories describing the effort
The distribution of a questionnaire (included as Appendix B) about the effects of the Iran
Sanctions on the community
By sanctions law practitioners soliciting confidential stories from their clients
At “Know Your Rights” presentations by the Asian Law Caucus on the legal
requirements imposed by the Iran Sanctions, conducted for Iranian Americans at cultural
and community centers in the Bay Area of Northern California.
Though many community members came forward with anonymous stories about family, friends,
and acquaintances who were impacted by the sanctions, the vast majority of people were afraid
to speak about how they themselves were impacted, for fear that the federal government would
somehow find out about their inadvertent violations of the sanctions, if any.
Several community members who wished to share stories of impact were afraid to discuss them
via phone, mail, email, or in person, for fear that their identifying information could be discerned
by those methods. Every person who shared a story for this report requested that all personally
identifying information, both theirs and that of the people about whom the stories relate if
applicable, be redacted from this report. Thus, all names used are aliases.
The widespread fear in the Iranian American community about the Iran sanctions is an incredibly
troubling phenomenon that has yet to be adequately researched and addressed. This fear is not
only detrimental for the community, but also makes obtaining data on the impact of the sanctions
exceedingly difficult.
Several stories collected for this report were left out if they were duplicative of stories already
chosen for inclusion.
In addition to the above, several OFAC practitioners and members of community advocacy
groups were interviewed. Other data sources were also used as noted.
ALC serves as a resource hub for community members with questions or concerns about the Iran
Sanctions. In May 2011, ALC released a publication entitled “Know Your Rights: The Impact of
the U.S. Sanctions against Iran on You,” which serves as a general guide to the scope of
prohibited and permissible transactions under the Iran Sanctions. The purpose of the guide was
to educate U.S. persons, and particularly Iranian Americans, about what the Iran Sanctions
required of them and what their rights in this context are. The guide is available in both English
and Farsi on the ALC website at http://www.asianlawcaucus.org/publications/iranian-sanctions.
7

ALC also provides general consultations for community members with questions about how to
comply with the sanctions, and provides referrals to sanctions practitioners as needed. ALC has
received scores of calls from community members seeking these services, and where appropriate,
solicitations for stories for this report were made of callers.
III. INTRODUCTION
A.

KEY FEATURES OF THE IRANIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY

As used in this report, the term “Iranian Americans” refers to those individuals in the United
States who trace their ancestry to Iran. Iranian Americans, many of whom are U.S. citizens, are
integral parts of their local communities. They are students, parents, teachers, doctors, service
workers, and more. They are liberals and conservatives, and everything in between. In short,
Iranian Americans are a core part of the fabric that makes up our country.
A comprehensive discussion of the Iranian American community is not the objective of this
report. However, a brief discussion of the major features of this community’s attributes is
necessary to aid the Reader in understanding how and why the U.S. sanctions against Iran are
having such a pronounced impact on this group.
The Iranian American Community is Very Diverse
The Iranian American community is far from homogenous. Ethnically, it includes Persians,
Azaris, Kurds, Lors, Gilakis, Arabs, Baluchis, Armenians, Assyrians, and Turkmens, among
others, and includes those who practice numerous
faiths, including Islam, Christianity, Judaism,
Facts at a Glance: Iranian Americans
Zoroastrianism, and Baha’i, among others, as well
Ethnically and religiously diverse
as those who do not identify as religious.5
Census Bureau data states population
Size of the Community is Heavily Disputed
The size of the Iranian American population is
heavily disputed. According to the U.S. Census
Bureau’s 2010 American Community Survey,
463,552 people (+/- 18,925) reported their “first or
second generation ancestry” as Iranian.6 However,
there is widespread belief that this figure grossly
under-represents this community’s true population
size, which is widely believed to number over one
million.7 The wildly variant estimates of the size of
the community reported by other sources lend
credence to this higher estimate.8

size is about 460,000, but actual
figures widely believed to be
significantly higher, with many
credible sources estimating this group
to number over 1 million
Are a newer immigrant community
Over 80% have family living in Iran
Maintain strong ties with people in
Iran
Are mostly U.S. citizens, with the
2000 Census reporting that over 3 in 5
Iranian immigrants were naturalized
U.S. citizens

These disparate figures are attributed to numerous causes, the most oft-cited of which is
community unwillingness to participate in census surveys due to fear of discrimination for
identifying oneself as Iranian.9 This has been detailed in reports from community organizations
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and anecdotal evidence,10 and is unsurprising as other communities that are likewise facing
spikes in discrimination, such as Arab Americans, have expressed similar fears. Discrimination
against Iranian Americans is discussed later in this Section.
Other factors contributing to the probable underreporting of the Iranian American population
include issues with methods used by the Census Bureau to collect data,11 the fact that the U.S.
federal government officially categorizes the race of those of Middle Eastern descent (including
Iranian Americans) as “white,”12 as well as the fact that many Iranian Americans consider
themselves to be white.13 These factors make it impossible to account for those individuals as
Iranian Americans in official statistics.
The Community is Relatively New to the United States
Unlike many other ethnic groups in the U.S., Iranian Americans are a relatively new community.
The migration of people of Iranian descent to the U.S. did not begin in earnest until around the
mid-1950s, though a smaller community was present prior to this time. This migration is
generally described as occurring in two phases, the first beginning in the mid-1950s and
continuing until the 1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran, and the second beginning in 1979, peaking
between the years 1980 to 1990, and continuing on to the present. These migrants consisted of a
diverse group of students, workers, exiles, asylees, refugees, and many more.14
The Community Retains Strong Ties to the People of Iran
Given this recent immigration history, it is not surprising that the community retains very strong
ties to people in Iran.15 According to a 2012 survey, 84% of Iranian Americans have family
currently living in Iran,16 many of whom are “immediate family.”17 A 2011 survey reported that
over 60% of Iranian Americans communicate with friends and family in Iran several times a
month or more,18 and that 32% of Iranian Americans travel to Iran at least once every three
years.19
“Because of these deep linkages between the
Iranian American community and
Iran…sanctions against other nations [such as
North Korea] may not carry the same
consequences for those with roots in the
targeted country.”

This community’s comparatively recent arrival to
the U.S., coupled with the strong ties the vast
majority of Iranian Americans retain with the
people of Iran, result in the U.S. sanctions against
Iran playing out in particularly troubling and
From “Who Iran Sanctions are Really Affecting,” Kia
Makarechi, Huffington Post, October 11, 2011.
burdensome ways on Americans of Iranian descent,
arguably much more so than for other minority
groups in the U.S. who are navigating sanctions against their countries of origin.
Discrimination against Iranian Americans

“Imagine if your ethnicity determined which products you were able to buy. Or if sales clerks
required you to divulge your ancestry before swiping your credit card. Some of us don’t have to
imagine.”20
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Discrimination is a prevalent experience in the Iranian American community. According to a
recent survey, 40% of Iranian Americans say either they themselves or someone they know has
been discriminated against because of their ethnicity or country of origin.21 An online survey
reported that 42.2% of participants “always,” “sometimes,” or “often” feel discriminated against
because of their Iranian ancestry.22 It is unclear how much of this discrimination is a result of
overzealous enforcement of the sanctions and how much is attributable to other factors.23
Whether or not the sanctions against Iran are effective in achieving their stated goal of changing
the behavior of the current Iranian regime has long been a topic of fierce debate and is not the
subject of this report. What is clear is that the sanctions have had collateral effects on the Iranian
American community, which is not the intended target of the sanctions.
One recent and well-publicized example of this occurred during the summer of 2012, when an
Apple, Inc. (“Apple”) retail branch was accused of refusing to sell its products to an Iranian
American woman, at least partially because she was speaking Farsi (the official language of Iran,
which is widely spoken by Iranian Americans).24
Several other similar incidents have been alleged at various Apple retail locations across the U.S.
In at least one of those incidents, the retail clerk, in refusing to sell Apple products to an Iranian
American, cited to Apple’s official company policy regarding current U.S. embargoes, which is
taken almost verbatim from the Iran Transactions Regulations, a major component of the Iran
Sanctions.25 Congress did not intend for the U.S. sanctions against Iran to restrict the sale of
phones and computers to Americans based on their ethnicity or ancestry, as is discussed further
in Section III of this report; thus, it appears that confusion over the requirements the sanctions
impose on U.S. persons may be leading to private sector racial discrimination against Iranian
Americans. Given the complexity and sheer amount of activity implicated by the sanctions,
which is discussed next, this is perhaps not surprising. It is, however, incredibly troubling.
B.

OVERVIEW OF THE IRAN SANCTIONS
“Part of what makes the Iran sanctions remarkable is the personal level at which they’re aimed.”26

The Iran Sanctions refer generally to the economic penalties imposed by the U.S. government on
the country of Iran, many people subject to Iran’s jurisdiction, and other individuals and entities
that engage in specified activity with these sanctioned entities. This complex web of legal
restrictions is comprised of numerous statutes, executive orders, rules, and regulations27 which
all U.S. persons28 must navigate successfully or else risk severe civil and criminal penalties.29
Structure of the Iran Sanctions
Though the structure of the Iran Sanctions is complex and confusing, in general, these rules
prohibit a broad range of transactions, and then carve out certain, very limited activities as
permissible. These permissible activities may be authorized by “exemptions” or “licenses.”
Exemptions are certain types of activities that Congress has explicitly said are permissible, and
which are written into the law itself. Licenses, by contrast, are specific permission to do
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something that the law would otherwise not allow a U.S. person to do; they are issued by the
Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”), the agency charged
with implementing and enforcing the sanctions. Licenses can be either “general” or “specific.”
General licenses pre-authorize a particular type of transaction for all U.S. persons, while specific
licenses are issued to a particular person or company and allows that specific entity to do a
proposed transaction. U.S. persons seeking specific licenses must make written applications to
OFAC for permission to do the proposed transaction.30
Brief History and Legal Framework of the Iran Sanctions
A full explanation of all U.S. sanctions against Iran is beyond the scope of this report, but an
overview of the history and legal framework comprising the sanctions is necessary to understand
their effects on the Iranian American community.
The underlying authority for the imposition of most economic sanctions, including those against
Iran, is the International Emergency Economic Powers Act31 (“IEEPA”), passed by Congress in
1977 to clarify the President’s powers to implement embargoes and impose sanctions on foreign
governments during war or times of declared national emergencies.32
Specifically, the IEEPA grants a great deal of authority33 to the President, which may be
exercised to “deal with any unusual and extraordinary threat” to the economy, foreign policy, or
national security of the U.S. whose source is wholly or substantially outside the United States.34
It is this statute that provides the underlying legal authority for the federal government’s power
to impose economic sanctions and to block or freeze assets that come within the U.S.’s
jurisdiction.
Sanctions have been a prominent feature of U.S.
policy vis-à-vis Iran for over three decades, and
have become increasingly restrictive over time.
They began in 1979 following the seizure of the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran, Iran, which led to the
severing of diplomatic ties between the two nations
in 1980 and was the impetus for the installation of
sweeping sanctions against Iran.35
The sanctions against Iran have been expanded
several times since then.

o
o

o

The Iran Sanctions:
Are comprised of numerous
statutes, executive orders, rules
and regulations
Affect routine transactions done by
individuals, not merely
transactions between governments
or transactions between businesses
Are not well known or well
understood by communities most
affected by them

The Reagan Administration declared Iran to be a state sponsor of terrorism, leveled
comprehensive restrictions on Iranian imports with the issuance of Executive Order 12613
(discussed below), and imposed a number of restrictions on exports to Iran.36
A particularly notable period of expansion of the sanctions occurred during the Clinton
Administration, which severely restricted involvement with Iran’s oil and gas sectors, as well as
general trade with Iran.37 Many of the sanctions added during this time were also aimed at
persuading U.S. allies to similarly restrict trade with Iran.38 The most notable of these measures
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was the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act (renamed the “Iran Sanctions Act” in 2006),39 a set of
extra-territorial sanctions targeting foreign firms that invest in Iran’s energy sector.40
The Bush Administration saw the expansion of the list of designated persons and entities that
were sanctioned for terrorism or nuclear proliferation activities. Among those designated were
the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps and key Iranian state-owned banks.41
Finally, the Obama Administration has overseen another sweeping expansion of the Iran
Sanctions,42 such that the U.S. is now widely acknowledged to have the “[m]ost sweeping
sanctions on Iran of virtually any country in the world.”43 In 2010, the Iran Sanctions Act
(“ISA”) was expanded by the passage of the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and
Divestment Act (“CISADA”). Inter alia, CISADA strengthened then-existing sanctions against
Iran’s energy sector, codified various legal restrictions which were previously imposed under a
number of executive orders, and penalized foreign financial institutions who engage in specified
transactions with Iran by limiting their access to the U.S. financial system in an effort to step up
efforts to use legal authorities to drive down foreign investment in Iran.44 The ISA and CISADA
were further expanded with the passage of the Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human Rights
Act,45 which was signed into law on August 10, 2012.46 A further discussion of recent changes to
the Iran Sanctions regime may be found at Appendix A.
Administering the Sanctions: The Iranian Transactions Regulations
As discussed above, the economic and trade
The ITR Executive Orders At-a-Glance:
sanctions against Iran (and other targeted foreign
o 12613: Prohibited Iranian imports
countries and individuals) are administered and
o 12957: Prohibited involvement
enforced by OFAC, which issues regulations that
with Iran’s petroleum sector
help implement and administer the restrictions on
o
12959: Transformed the sanctions:
dealings with Iran contained in the statutes and
Prohibited exports to Iran
executive orders discussed herein. The most relevant
Prohibited new
47
sanctions program regulations affecting Iranian
investments in Iran
American community members’ dealings with Iran
Tightened the ban on
48
are the Iranian Transactions Regulations, which
Iranian imports
began in 1987 with Executive Order 12613 (“E.O.
o 13059: Clarified and expanded the
12613”), which imposed a new import embargo on
sanctions
Iranian goods and services.49 In addition to E.O.
12613, three other executive orders, all issued by President Clinton, underpin the expansive
prohibitions contained in the ITR:
Executive Order 1295750: Issued in 1995, this order targeted Iran’s petroleum industry
by prohibiting U.S. involvement with that sector.
Executive Order 1295951: Issued in 1995, this order is the linchpin of the ITR and is
widely credited with truly establishing those Regulations.52 It “completely transformed
the U.S. sanctions program dealing with Iran”53 by implementing broad prohibitions on
exports to Iran, banning “new investments”54 in Iran, and expanding upon prohibitions on
U.S. involvement with the Iranian petroleum sector implemented by E.O. 12957.55
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Executive Order 1305956: Issued in 1997, this order clarified and expanded the broad
prohibitions of the sanctions, as well as “confirm[ed] that virtually all trade and
investment activities with Iran by U.S. persons, wherever located, are prohibited.”57
Purpose of the Iran Sanctions
From the beginning of the sanctions in 1979, the U.S. has consistently stated that the sanctions
against Iran have been imposed in response to actions or stances by the Iranian regime that
undermines or threatens U.S. interests, such as the Iranian government’s alleged: support for
terrorist groups; efforts to acquire nuclear and other nonconventional weapons; and human rights
abuses against its citizens. This is clear from the major executive orders and statutes relating to
Iran discussed above.
The first U.S. sanctions against Iran, which came in the form of Executive Order 12170,58 were
imposed ten days after the commencement of the 1979 Iran Hostage Crisis;59 it and other orders
issued during the crisis were lifted at the conclusion of the crisis. The next major Order issued
relating to Iran, Executive Order 12613,60 was issued due to findings by President Reagan that
the Government of Iran was “actively supporting terrorism as an instrument of state policy” and
had conducted “aggressive and unlawful military action against U.S.-flag vessels;” it was
intended to “ensure that the United States[’] imports of Iranian goods and services will not
contribute financial support to terrorism or to further aggressive actions” by the Government of
Iran.61
Executive Order 12957 (“E.O. 12957”) was issued due to findings that the “actions and policies
of the Government of Iran constitute an unusual and extraordinary threat to the national security,
foreign policy, and economy” of the U.S. and declared a national emergency to address that
threat.62 Every executive order relating to Iran issued subsequent to E.O. 12957 has been issued
with respect to the national emergency declared in E.O. 12957.63 Finally, Executive Orders
13553 and 13606 were issued due to concerns about human rights abuses by the Iranian
government.
The major statutes discussed in this section, the Iran Sanctions Act of 1996 and CISADA, are
similarly focused on the actions of the Government of Iran. The Iran Sanctions Act found that
the “efforts of the Government of Iran to acquire weapons of mass destruction and the means to
deliver them and its support of international terrorism” are a danger to the national security and
foreign policy interests of the U.S. and that preventing Iran from obtaining such weapons
requires efforts to deny Iran the financial ability to sustain its nuclear, chemical, biological, and
missile weapons programs.”64 CISADA was likewise focused on weapons acquisition and
terrorism, finding that the “illicit nuclear activities of the Government of Iran, combined with its
development of unconventional weapons and ballistic missiles and its support for international
terrorism” is a threat to the security of the U.S. and its allies65 and that it was the sense of
Congress that “diplomatic efforts to address Iran’s illicit nuclear efforts and support for
international terrorism are more likely to be effective if strong additional sanctions are imposed
on the Government of Iran.”66
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Thus, every executive order and major piece of legislation relating to Iran has targeted the
actions of the Government of Iran for supporting terrorism, engaging in human rights abuses
against its citizens, or seeking to acquire nuclear and other nonconventional weapons. What is
clear is that the U.S. government is not targeting Iranian Americans, nor would it make logical
sense to do so. As the target of the sanctions is the government of Iran, it is wholly illogical to
target a group of individuals in the U.S. based solely on the fact that they have roots in the
targeted country. Singling out this group of Americans based on their national origin would be an
affront to foundational U.S. civil rights protections67 and would lead to the indefensible outcome
of the creation of a group of U.S. citizens with inferior rights under the law. Thus, targeting
Iranian Americans would not only be illogical, but also counterproductive to U.S. aims.
It is clear from the text of the text of the statutes, Executive Orders, and regulations discussed in
this Section that the Iran Sanctions prohibit a broad range of activity, but the full range of those
prohibitions are not necessarily intuitive. For example, though it is clear that one may not export
goods, services, or technology to Iran, it is not evident that this prohibition precludes taking
along one’s personal laptop while traveling in Iran. The Asian Law Caucus has received scores
of calls from Iranian Americans who were trying to conduct routine transactions that recent
immigrant communities must often do, only to be blocked from doing so by these laws. This is
discussed more fully in the next Section.
IV. IMPACTED: BUSINESS, FAMILY,
PERSONAL, AND CHARITABLE
AFFAIRS

o

As discussed above, the legal framework of the
Iran Sanctions is composed of a complex web
of interacting statutes, orders, rules, and
regulations that even those with legal training
have found exceedingly difficult to navigate.
Add in the fact that most Americans, including
Iranian Americans, have very limited
knowledge about the sanctions68 or their
rigorous requirements, and we can easily see
how community members can innocently run
afoul of these laws. Several other factors
compound these problems, the most troubling
of which is that activity that is legal under the
sanctions laws is often deliberately blocked by
service providers and others. Finally, other
factors and realities on the ground often render
exemptions and licenses meaningless. These
themes are examined below in the context of a
discussion of routine activity that is prohibited
or restricted by the Iran sanctions.69

o

o

o
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Major Issues:
The law is very complex: This area of
law was created over a 30+ year period
and is comprised of tens of executive
orders and numerous statutes and
regulations. The average layperson does
not have the specialized knowledge base
about the sanctions’ requirements and
the U.S. and Iranian banking systems to
navigate this complex area of law.
Many people do not know what the law
requires: Many community members
have no idea what the sanctions require,
and where to go to understand what the
law requires of them.
Legal activity is often deliberately
blocked: Even activity that is clearly
allowed by U.S. law is often blocked by
banks, other service providers, and
private actors.
Other factors often render legal
exemptions and licenses meaningless:
Issues arising from the structure of the
Iranian banking system, banking
practices of third country banks, and
other entities often make it exceedingly
difficult to effect certain transactions,
even when they are allowed by U.S. and
other laws.

A.

MONEY AND INVESTMENT AFFAIRS

The Iran Sanctions impede a large range of routine activity related to money and investment
matters. For example, the sanctions prohibit U.S. persons from:
Making new investments in Iran70
Buying or investing in property in Iran71
Selling existing property in Iran, including real estate acquired through inheritances
Continuing to accrue interest or charging fees on pre-existing loans in Iran72
Buying, selling, financing, or facilitating Iranian goods or services73
Transferring funds to Iran for most matters, unless they meet the strict requirements of
certain narrow exceptions, such as non-commercial personal remittances,74 payments
associated with an import or export exception, or transactions that have been licensed by
OFAC
Conducting any business with any Iranian financial institution, even private ones.75
This partial list illustrates the wide range of routine activity that is prohibited by the sanctions,
and which can only be legally engaged in if a U.S. person applies for and obtains a license -- a
complex and time consuming process -- and overcomes the host of practical obstacles that often
render licenses and exemptions in the law useless.
These restrictions on money and investment have enormous implications for Iranian Americans
who, as discussed in Section III, are very likely to have close ties to Iran, whether because they
have close family members living there, because they retain significant assets there, or because
they travel there frequently. These general prohibitions are examined in two specific contexts
that are often an issue for Iranian Americans: selling existing property in Iran and transferring
funds from or to Iran.
The Law in Practice: Selling a House in Iran
Community members often run into issues when trying to sell existing property in Iran and bring
the proceeds over to the U.S. Divesting from Iran by liquidating assets in that country and
bringing them to the U.S., where they can be of use to the individual and benefit the general U.S.
economy, is consistent with U.S. interests and is permissible under the sanctions. Actually
affecting these transactions, however, is fraught with difficulty.
First, it is important to recognize that this scenario is a frequent problem for Iranian Americans
for several reasons:
As Iranian Americans are likely to be newer immigrants, and many are naturalized U.S.
citizens who were born in Iran, they are more likely than other immigrant communities to
have assets in their country of origin that they may need to bring to the U.S.
Since the vast majority of Iranian Americans have immediate family in Iran, they are
more likely to acquire real property, such as land and houses, via inheritances.
Anecdotal evidence from OFAC practitioners who are frequently in contact with persons
in Iran have reported that probate in Iran often takes a lengthy period of time,76 meaning
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even Iranian Americans who have been in the U.S. for many years are likely to possess
assets that are tied up in Iran that they must eventually move to the U.S.
Second, even when licenses are granted by OFAC to sell property in Iran and bring the funds to
the U.S., a host of practical considerations can make doing so all but impossible. For example:
Due to the dismal state of the Iranian
economy, many community members
Stories of Impact: Ehsan
are reporting that it is taking years to
Ehsan is an Iranian American who has been a
find a buyer for their property in Iran.
U.S. citizen since the mid-1990s. He inherited a
However, licenses authorizing U.S.
shopping center in Iran, but due to the bad
persons to sell such property usually
economy, he has been unable to find a buyer,
though he has been actively looking for over
expire after only one year.
three years. Since he cannot simply let the
Since many Iranian Americans
property sit there, he must pay someone to
attempt to effect the sale of property
manage the property and take care of other
from outside Iran, they must often
routine needs that arise from being a property
rely on intermediaries to take care of
owner. Ehsan states that the situation causes
the day-to-day issues that come up in
him a lot of stress, especially because he
such matters. Anecdotal evidence
confused by the sanctions and is not aware of
indicates those intermediaries are
how to abide by the legal requirements imposed
taking advantage of Iranian
by the sanctions in his situation.
Americans with unknown frequency,
as seen in Samir’s story.

Stories of Impact: Samir*
Samir came to the U.S. in 1975, and has been a U.S. citizen since 1982. His immediate family is
likewise in the U.S. Samir had a house in Iran, and asked his friend to effect a sale of the property.
Since Samir was unsure about how he would be able to transfer the money to the U.S., he asked a
relative to hold onto the money, amounting to about $500,000 USD, until Samir could figure out how
to bring it to the U.S. The relative refused to give the money back to Samir, who must now take legal
action in Iran. Due to the sanctions, he has no idea how to go about doing this without violating U.S.
law. The loss of so much of his assets has had a hugely detrimental effect on Samir’s health, who was
almost hospitalized for high blood pressure caused by the stress of the situation.
*This story was relayed by an Iranian American man living in California who is a friend of Samir.

Iranian Americans attempting to sell property in Iran must navigate through all the above
potential blockades to simply sell their property. The problem continues even after the sale’s
conclusion because then the question of how to get the money to the U.S. arises. A U.S. person
would not be allowed to deposit the proceeds into a bank in Iran, even temporarily, both because
s/he is forbidden from doing business with Iranian banks, and because such a deposit would
constitute a new investment in Iran, which is likewise forbidden. Difficulties in funds transfers
are discussed next.
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The Law in Practice: Transferring Funds to or from Iran
The difficulty in transferring funds is the most frequent issue that has come up for community
members who have contacted the Asian Law
Caucus, and several OFAC practitioners across
“Both my parents are in their 80’s and
the U.S. have reported similar patterns.
extremely ill. They have very high medical and
home-care expenses. It is extremely frustrating

As discussed earlier, sending funds to or
and bears very heavily on my conscience that I
receiving funds from Iran is prohibited except
cannot provide for them despite having the
means to do so. I desperately need a legal
in limited circumstances, such as for “nonmechanism to make such regular family
commercial personal remittances.” General
remittances.”
License B, issued by OFAC on February 5,
~ Reza, discussing the difficulty of sending
2012, authorized U.S. depository institutions,
money to family in Iran.
registered brokers, and dealers in securities to
process such remittances from (or to) Iran,
provided several stringent conditions are met:
The funds are not transferred to, from, or on behalf of someone who falls under the broad
standard of the “Government of Iran”77
The transfer is not made by, to, or through a person, financial institution, or other entity
blocked pursuant to
o 31 C.F.R. Part 544 or
o 31 C.F.R. Part 594
The transfer is not made by, to, or through a person, financial institution, or other entity
blocked pursuant to
o Any other part of 31 C.F.R. Chapter V or
o Any Executive Order, except for Iranian financial institutions that are blocked
solely pursuant to Executive Order 13599.
Due to the lack of a direct relationship between U.S. and Iranian financial institutions, these
funds must be routed through a third country (meaning a non-U.S., non-Iranian) financial
institution before going on to their final destination in either the U.S. or Iran. A greatly
simplified illustration of a permissible funds transfer chain is as follows:
U.S. Financial
Institution

3rd-country
financial institution

Certain Iranian
financial institution

As one California OFAC practitioner stated, figuring out the meaning of this complex
exemption, finding financial institutions and brokers that are not implicated by the enumerated
provisions, and actually carrying out the transfer is feasible if one has the proper legal knowledge
and contacts within the Iranian and U.S. financial systems, but for those who do not, these
transactions are all but impossible. Thus, though a license is not required for these types of
transfers, the average Iranian American must hire a lawyer with specialized knowledge in this
area to effect these transfers, which for many individuals is cost prohibitive.
The lack of a “white list” or any useful guidance78 for community members on these transfers
severely compounds the problem. Community members attempting to send non-commercial
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personal remittances to or from Iran without the assistance of an attorney cannot access a list of
Iranian financial institutions that would meet the specifications of General License B, because no
such list is made available by OFAC or any other U.S. government entity.
Complications arising from the severing of many SWIFT messaging services79 for Iranian
financial institutions make effecting these transfers even more complicated. SWIFT, short for the
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, is a global communication
network which is vital for the banking industry and broader financial world to conduct its
business operations.80 One of its most important services is enabling financial institutions in 210
different countries to send and receive messages containing information about financial
transactions in a secure manner, which greatly facilitates routing funds to different countries.
SWIFT has already severed its services for numerous major Iranian banks;81 should a wholesale
severing of these transactions from the SWIFT system occur, funds transfers that are legal under
U.S. law, such as noncommercial personal remittances, would be blocked.82
The trouble does not end there. Even if an
‘For those [of us] trying to transfer savings from
individual was able to ascertain which Iranian
Iran to the U.S., you have to run through ten
financial institutions could be used under U.S.
different hoops and risk losing your money at
every turn. And it is risky from both ends,
law, the reality is that issues arising from the
because [in addition to worrying about the
Iranian banking system heavily impede these
U.S.’s requirements] we also have to worry
transfers. One California sanctions
about the Iranian government finding out about
practitioner who focuses on money transfers
[us] trying to transfer money to the U.S.’
reported that, because of restrictions imposed
~ Omid, discussing the additional hurdles to
by the government of Iran on the amount of
money transfers.
U.S. dollars that can be transferred abroad, it
is difficult to send money from Iran to other
countries, including the U.S., as was discussed by Omid.
Therefore, most transfers cannot be effected through Iranian financial institutions (even though it
would be allowable under U.S. law, provided all requirements are met). As a result, money often
ends up moving through licensed currency exchange brokers, as other widely available and
frequently used methods of transferring money, such as hawala, are not permissible under the
Iran Sanctions.
Hawala is an informal value transfer system used extensively in the Middle East and Northern
Africa. In this system, money is transferred from sender to recipient via a network of hawala
brokers. In the most basic version of this system, a customer approaches a Hawala broker in
City A and gives a sum of money to be transferred to a recipient in City B. The Hawala broker
calls another Hawala broker in City B, gives him instructions on how and to whom to deliver the
funds, and promises to settle the debt at a later date. However, under the Iran Sanctions and its
relevant case law, the hawala system may not be used by U.S. persons. Troublingly, advocates
report that a large proportion of the Iranian American community is unaware of this.83
Finding out which brokers are available, trustworthy, and will scrupulously abide by U.S. law is
yet another area of knowledge that most U.S. persons simply do not have.
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Deliberately Blocking or Hindering Legal Funds Transfers
There is an additional major impediment to
Stories of Impact: Amir*
sending funds transfers – the deliberate
Amir, a middle aged man living in Los Angeles
blocking or hindering of these legal
County, received an inheritance from Iran. He
transactions. Numerous OFAC practitioners,
had the funds transferred to the U.S. legally via
community and legal advocacy groups, and
a currency exchange broker, but his bank froze
anecdotal evidence from Iranian Americans
those funds for months, even though the transfer
was clearly authorized under the Iranian
demonstrate that many U.S. banks are
Transactions Regulations.
refusing to process even clearly authorized
84
*This story was relayed by Amir’s attorney.
transactions involving Iran. The Asian Law
Caucus and other advocacy groups have
heard numerous complaints from Iranian Americans whose bank accounts were closed for
legally receiving funds from Iran, or whose funds were frozen for extended periods of time after
receiving funds from or sending funds to Iran.
The most confusing source of such efforts to impede these legal transfers is none other than
OFAC itself. The long-standing authorizations in the sanctions that allow U.S. persons to send
money to their family in Iran for non-business related reasons, such as supporting ailing family
members, clearly indicates that the federal government recognizes how important it is to allow
these types of transactions to occur. However, though OFAC is charged with administering the
sanctions, including permissible activity, it is all the while undercutting the mechanisms by
which these transactions can logistically happen. The clearest example of this is OFAC’s efforts
to persuade foreign financial institutions to cease most or all of their interactions with Iran.
Indeed, OFAC has admitted to reaching out to over 100 foreign financial institutions in over 50
countries to persuade them to significantly reduce or altogether eliminate their interactions and
relationships with Iran.85 Many of these efforts have been successful, at least partly due to these
financial institutions’ fear of losing their access to the U.S. financial system. However, as
discussed earlier, funds transfers between Iran and the U.S. must go through a third country
financial institution. Thus, OFAC’s efforts to dissuade foreign financial institutions from
processing transactions relating to Iran are breaking the chain of transactions needed to effect
funds transfers. As one OFAC practitioner summarized:
[D]ue to the lack of a direct bank to bank relationship between Iran and the United States,
and OFAC’s efforts to [dissuade] foreign banks from conducting business with Iran, there
is no way to facilitate the transfer of funds related to those licenses [that OFAC is]
issuing. In short, they are authorizing [transactions] and then stripping away the manner
in which [those transactions may] be carried out….86
There is another way this chain is being disrupted or severed. Many U.S. financial institutions
are refusing to process any transactions that involve dealings with Iran, whether because of a
false belief that all such transactions are forbidden, or because of a decision that transactions
involving Iran are too administratively burdensome due to the sanctions. As the same practitioner
elaborated:
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Those of us practicing in this field can relate that it is becoming nearly impossible for
funds transfers for licensed transactions between Iran and the U.S. to take place. Even
when U.S. persons…[find an appropriate foreign financial institution] many U.S. banks
are now taking [a] zero-risk tolerance policy towards dealings with Iran and rejecting
funds transfers, even if they are authorized pursuant to valid OFAC licenses, and/or in
some cases closing down the accounts of those who have sought to engage in transactions
with Iran….87
Thus, legal transfers of funds to or from Iran have become all but infeasible, especially for
Iranian Americans who are unable to hire a lawyer specializing in this field of law.
Stories of Impact: Funds Transfers
Tara*: Tara had long dreamed of coming to the U.S. to study, and was overjoyed when she received
a student visa to do so. But when she arrived in the U.S., she realized there was no safe and legal way
for her parents to send her money for her tuition and other expenses on a regular basis. She is
frustrated beyond imagination, because after having done so much to get here, she is now facing the
possibility of abandoning her life-long dream and going back to Iran, solely for this reason.
*This story was relayed by an Iranian American man who is friends with Tara’s parents.

---------------Farah*: Farah, a 20 year old Iranian American living in Long Beach, CA, tragically lost both of her
parents. Her family in Iran sent her money to help pay for her school and personal expenses. Farah
contacted OFAC, who told her the funds did not require a license (this type of transfer qualifies as a
non-commercial personal remittance), and also contacted her bank to let them know the funds would
be coming in. Nevertheless, once the funds actually arrived in her account, her bank harassed the
recently-orphaned woman with numerous calls regarding the transfer. She was very scared and
nervous throughout the ordeal, which was not resolved until three weeks later.
*This story was relayed by Farah’s attorney.

B.

SENDING AND RECEIVING GOODS

As discussed in Section II, and just as with money and investment activity, most transactions
involving receiving goods, services, or technology from Iran, or sending goods, services, or
technology to Iran, are severely restricted. For example, U.S. persons are prohibited from:
Sending goods, services, or technology to Iran (this would include bringing one’s
personal laptop to Iran while travelling, for example)
Sending goods, services, or technology to a third country (a country besides the U.S. or
Iran) if s/he has reason to know the items are intended for direct or indirect shipment to
Iran, even if the U.S. person has no intention of having the items or services go to Iran
Importing goods or services of Iranian origin into the U.S.
Facilitating, guaranteeing, financing, or approving such imports
Thus, unless certain narrow exceptions88 apply, almost nothing can be sent or received from Iran.
Compounding the problem is confusion over what exactly is legal to send, receive, take, or bring
to or from Iran, not only on the part of Iranian Americans and other U.S. persons, but also
service providers such as mail and package carriers, as well as border agents. This has been
reported by numerous community members and advocacy groups. For example, a community
advocacy group has reported that banks, drug companies, and perhaps even the U.S. Postal
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Service have refused to process shipments of humanitarian items to Iran that are clearly legal
under the law.89 Anecdotal evidence, such as Karim’s story, provides further evidence of this
issue.
C.

CHARITABLE GIVING TO IRANIAN CAUSES

Charitable giving by Iranian Americans to
Iranian causes, whether Muslim or not, has been
rendered extremely difficult by the prohibitions
on charitable giving to causes and organizations
in Iran.90

“Freedom of religion is central to the ability
of peoples to live together…. [I]n the United
States, rules on charitable giving have made
it harder for Muslims to fulfill their religious
obligations.”
“A New Beginning,” Speech by President Obama in Cairo, Egypt.

The general prohibitions on exportation91 and
trade92 with Iran bar most charitable giving to Iranian causes. Thus, the only charitable giving
involving Iran that is legal under the Iran sanctions are donations of articles (not funds) such as
food, clothing, and medicine to Iran that are intended to relieve human suffering93 or donations
that are authorized by general licenses issued by OFAC. An example of such a license is General
License C,94 which temporarily allows donations for victims of the August 2012 earthquakes in
Iran, but which was not issued until after numerous Iranian American organizations and 14
bipartisan Congressional members pushed heavily for its issuance.95
Leaving aside the efficacy and feasibility of
donating articles rather than funds, which
preclude community members from conducting
such common charitable measures as sponsoring
orphans in Iran, many community members have
reported that they are nervous about donating to
causes in Iran for fear of running afoul of U.S.
sanctions laws on the issue, which are not well
understood in the community. Still others are
completely unaware of the prohibitions on
charitable giving, and thus unintentionally run
afoul of U.S. law, for which they often suffer
harsh consequences. Nima’s story is but one
example of many charitable humanitarian efforts
that have been stymied by the sanctions.
D.

Stories of Impact: Nima*
For his birthday, Nima, a Californian in his 20s,
decided to ask his friends to take the money
they would have spent on gifts for him and put
it into a PayPal account, to be donated to a
small, reputable charity in Iran that assists lowincome Iranians pay for medical treatment.
Neither he nor his friends had any idea that this
type of donation ran afoul of the U.S. sanctions.
The funds were never sent to Iran and were
given back to all the donors, but the situation
caused Nima a great deal of stress, all because
this young person sought to think of others
instead of himself on his birthday.
*This story was relayed Nima to the Asian Law Caucus.

ISSUES AT THE U.S. BORDER

Iranian Americans returning home from travels in Iran face a host of civil rights complications at
the U.S. border. Over the past several years, the Asian Law Caucus, along with many other civil
rights groups, has received numerous complaints from U.S. persons from Arab, Middle Eastern,
Muslim, and South Asian communities, including Iranian Americans,96 who were singled out for
overbroad and intrusive questioning about religious practices, political leanings, family details,
and more based on their actual or perceived nationality, ethnicity, or religion.97 Iranian
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Americans, however, are facing added complications due to the manner in which the Iran
Sanctions are being enforced at the border.
The Department of Homeland Security’s
Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) is
inter alia charged with “facilitating lawful
international travel and trade while enforcing
hundreds of U.S. laws and regulations,”98
including the Iran Sanctions. CBP agents
have the authority to seize the personal items
of travelers returning home to the U.S. if they
have “reasonable cause” to believe that any
law or regulation CBP is charged with
enforcing has been violated.99

Stories of Impact: Karim*
Karim, an Iranian American man in his mid40s, travelled from his home in Los Angeles
County to Iran to visit with family. While there,
he suffered a bad fall and had to undergo
emergency knee surgery. Once he was well
enough to travel, he returned home to the U.S.
However, Customs and Border Protection
arrested him at the border for bringing in
prescription medication from Iran, which were
for his injury. All charges were eventually
dropped, as Karim had not violated any laws,
but not before he was forced to spend the night
in jail and incur massive legal fees.

Despite the demonstrated complexity of the
sanctions, CBP agents are not required to
*This story was relayed by Karim’s attorney.
consult with OFAC or any other agency
before seizing the property of U.S.
persons.100 It is therefore not surprising that advocates have received numerous complaints from
Iranian Americans whose items were seized even though they do not seem to be a violation of
the sanctions. Karim’s story is a stark illustration of the harms that can result from an incorrect
application of these laws at the border.
The issues raised by the Iran Sanctions are as complex as the law itself. Though the intended
target of the U.S. sanctions against Iran is the Iranian regime itself, there can be little doubt that
the unintended victims of the U.S. targeting of Iran are Iranian Americans and other U.S. persons
with close ties or interactions with Iran.
Efforts should be undertaken by the U.S. government to ensure that: the mechanisms in place to
allow certain interactions with Iran that are in line with U.S. interests and which are vital for the
Iranian American community can actually be effected; that the legal rights of Iranian Americans
are not impeded by private actors and other government agents; and that the concerns of the
Iranian American community are understood. There is much that U.S. lawmakers can do to
ensure that their constituents are no longer unjustly implicated by the sanctions against Iran.
These recommendations are taken up next.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
A.

RECOMMENDATIONS

“[Policymakers] are not necessarily wellinformed about realities on the ground when
it comes to Iranian-Americans and their
contacts in Iran.”

As illustrated throughout this report, due to the
complexity of the law, confusion over which
activities are permissible and impermissible
under the sanctions, and the activities and
actions of those outside the U.S. government,

From “Who Iran Sanctions are Really Affecting,” Kia Makarechi,
Huffington Post, October 11, 2011.
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the Iranian American community has been unfairly burdened by the sanctions against Iran,
though they are neither the intended nor logical targets of such measures. There are many steps
the U.S. federal government can take to alleviate this burden, paramount among which is
understanding the realities on the ground that are affecting, and in many cases prohibiting, the
ability of U.S. persons to make use of legal exemptions and licenses:
Talk with community members, sanctions practitioners, and community organizations:
Understanding the concerns of the Iranian American community regarding the sanctions
and working collaboratively with them to address the issues flagged is a long overdue
measure that should be undertaken to ensure the intent behind the law, such as the
inclusion of exemptions and the issuance of licenses, are not rendered moot by
unforeseen factors.
The Office of Foreign Assets Control, as the primary agency responsible for
administering and enforcing the sanctions, should take the following steps to address
the issues raised in this report:
o Issue guidance for community members on exactly how permissible funds
transfers to and from Iran may be effected: The OFAC should issue detailed
guidance for community members detailing exactly how permissible funds
transfers to and from Iran may take place, including details on which financial
institutions may be legally transacted with, such as by issuance of a “white list” of
Iranian financial institutions. It is critical that OFAC outreach to sanctions
practitioners who regularly effect funds transfers for Iranian Americans, as they
will have a detailed understanding of the practical issues raised by the Iran
banking system, third country financial institutions, and the broker system.
o Outreach and issue guidance to U.S. financial institutions: The OFAC should
take proactive steps to outreach to U.S. financial institutions to inform them of
which types of transactions are permissible under the Iran Sanctions, and assure
them that they will not be targeted for effecting these permissible transactions.
o Ensure that its efforts to limit foreign financial institutions’ interactions with
Iran do not undercut permissible transactions: The OFAC should ensure that
foreign financial institutions are aware of the types of transactions that are
permissible under the Iran Sanctions, and confirm with such institutions that they
will continue to facilitate these legally permissible transactions.
o Provide training to Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) agents regarding
the Iran Sanctions: OFAC should work with CBP and its agents to ensure that
the rights of Iranian Americans are not violated at the border when going to or
returning home from Iran due to an incorrect application of the law.
Ensure overzealous enforcement does not lead to civil rights violations: Given the
demonstrated, widespread confusion about the sanctions evinced by numerous service
providers, the federal government, including OFAC, should take active measures to
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engage with providers such as mail carriers, technology retailers, and others to clear
confusion over which transactions are permissible under the sanctions and to help these
providers process such transactions.
B.

CONCLUSION

Both proponents and opponents of the sanctions must agree that U.S. persons should not be
unfairly targeted by a set of laws and regulations simply because of their nationality or country
of origin. And yet, that is precisely the situation the Iranian American community finds itself in.
As illustrated in this report, it is clear that the Iran Sanctions have had intended and collateral
consequences for the Iranian American community. Lawmakers and those in the Executive
Branch, including the President and the Office of Foreign Assets Control, should work closely
with the Iranian American community and community and legal organizations to understand the
community’s concerns, and should take the proactive steps outlines above to ensure that this
disproportionate burden is lifted.
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